1. Introduction.
1.1. Let % be the free group over the (free) generators Si, ■ ■ ■ , S¡, • • ■ , where the number of these generators is either finite or countably infinite. A (finite or countably infinite) sequence of elements gi, • • • , g" • • • of %, each gi being assumed to be written in reduced form, will be termed a Schreier system provided that the following conditions are satisfied (in the following statements and throughout the paper, G will be used as a generic notation for an element of the sequence g<).
(a) gi = l. (b) If G9^1 and G = S% ■ ■ ■ S%, where each e= ±1 and G is written in reduced form as agreed above, then each of the "beginning sections"
is also an element of the sequence g¿.
For example, if »5 is the free group over just two (free) generators which we then denote by a, b instead of Si, S2, we have the following instances of Schreier systems :
1, a, a2; 1, b, b2; 1, a, b; 1, a, b, ab, ba; 1, a, a2, ô, ba, ba2.
While these particular Schreier systems are finite, it should be noted that a general Schreier system, as defined above, may be countably infinite.
Let U be a subgroup of §» and let Ki = U, K2, • ■ ■ , Ki, • • • be the (finite or countably infinite) sequence of left cosets relative to U. Then Schreier (see [lK1) ) proved that it is always possible to select from each Ki a "representative" gi such that the representatives gi, • ■ ■ , gi, • • ■ constitute what we termed a Schreier system. Assuming that the representatives g,-have been so selected, let us denote, for any given element/£E?3, by ^(/) the representative gi of the left coset Ki that contains/.
Let us use G as a generic notation for a term of the sequence g,-, 5 as a generic notation for a generator Si, • ■ • , S,; • ' • , and U as a generic notation for an element of g that can be written in the form
U = GS[<tiGS)]-\ '
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For certain choices of G and 5 we may have Z7=l. Let U\, U2, • • ■ he the (finite or countably infinite) sequence of those elements U that are not equal toi (each i/^l being listed just once). Then Schreier showed that Ui, U2, • ■ • generate U and are in fact free generators of U. In this manner, Schreier obtained a first general proof of the theorem that every subgroup of a free group is free.
1.2. Let us say that a Schreier system gj,, • • • , gi, ■ ■ ■ and a subgroup U of g are associated with each other if each left coset relative to U contains exactly one element of the sequence g<. According to the results of Schreier outHned above, each subgroup U of % is associated with at least one Schreier system. In this paper, we shall study the inverse problem: given a Schreier system gi, • ■ • , g,-, • • ■ , is there always an associated subgroup U of %? We shall find that the answer is in the affirmative if the given Schreier system is finite. For the case of infinite Schreier systems, we are indebted to the referee for comments that led us to recognize the need for some further restriction to insure the existence of an associated subgroup. We shall give a simple condition, to be termed the condition (C) (see 2.7), which is necessary and sufficient for the existence of an associated subgroup. Furthermore, we shall develop a definite process that yields all the subgroups that are associated with a given Schreier system satisfying the condition (C). In the case of finite Schreier systems, condition (C) is readily seen to hold automatically.
1.3. Let / be an element of g, and let f=S% • • ■ S¡'r be the reduced expression of / in terms of the generators S. Then the number r of factors is termed the length /(/) of/, it being understood that for/= 1 we put 1(f) =0. Let now U be a subgroup of ¡5 and let gi, • • • , g», • • • be an associated Schreier system (see 1.2). For each *, let Ki he the left coset (relative to U) that contains g,. Then the Schreier system will be termed shortest relative to U provided that for every i we have the inequality ¿"(g.) ^l(f) for every element f(£Ki. Schreier proved that for every subgroup U of jj there exists a shortest associated Schreier system. However, he did not make any further use of this extremal property. We shall discuss in some detail the implications of the extremal property just mentioned, and we shall obtain certain interesting relationships to the work of Nielsen [2] which preceded the work of Schreier but apparently did not attract the attention it deserves. In particular, we shall obtain a generalization of an important result of Nielsen concerning free generators of minimal length, for subgroups 11 of ¡J.
1.4. As a general reference we shall use Reidemeister [l ] for all facts concerning free groups that are used in the sequel without detailed justification. However, for the convenience of the reader and also to maintain the continuity of the presentation, we shall discuss briefly certain simple facts and we shall indicate proofs in some cases that may have occurred in previous literature. [September 2.1. g will denote the free group over the free generators Si, ■ • •, Sj, • ■ ■ , whose number (finite or countably infinite) will be termed the rank p(%) °f S-As a generic notation for a generator Su ■ ■ ■ , Sj, ■ ■ ■ , we shall use the letter 5. The Greek letters e, w, a will have the values +1 and will be used as exponents. A word is then a (finite) expression of the form Sei ■ ■ ■ SÏ A word is reducible if there occurs in it at least one pair of adjacent factors S'S~e. The removal of such a pair and the inverse operation of inserting such a pair will be termed elementary modifications. A word which is not reducible is termed reduced. A formula of the form
will mean that the two words involved are identical (that is, r = t, ji = ki, j2 = k2, • • -, «i = <7i, «2 = 772, • • • )• The symbol Wo will denote the empty word.
In contradistinction with (1), a formula of the form (2) S/, ■ ■ ■ Sjr = Ski • • ■ Skt will mean that the two words are expressions for the same element/of ¡5 (that is, either word can be derived from the other one by a finite number of elementary modifications).
If f, ■ ■ ■ ,fare elements of ?J, then the expression /1 • • • f will be said to be reduced as written if on replacing each /,-, i = 1, • • • , k, by its (univocally determined) reduced expression in terms of the generators S, we obtain a reduced word.
2.2. Given in g a Schreier system gi, • • • , gi, • ■ • (see 1.1), we shall use G asa generic notation for an element of the sequence gi, ■ • • , gi, • • • . It will be understood that G is always written in reduced form, and that G_1 denotes the formal inverse of G. Thus G-1 is also in reduced form. 77 will be a generic notation for an element of % that can be written in the form GSe, e= ± 1. For example, in the free group over two free generators a, b we have the Schreier system 1, a, ab, and a itself is then an 77 since a = 1 -a = (ao)6_1. This example shows also that an element 77 may admit of several representations of the form GS'.
2.3. Given in ¡5 a Schreier system gi, • • • , g¡, ■ ■ ■ , a function 4>iH), defined for every element 77^5 (see 2.2), will be termed admissible with respect to the given Schreier system if the following conditions hold.
(a) For every 77£55, 4>iH) is equal to a G. (b) If 77 is equal to some G, say 77 = g,-, then 0(77) =g,-.
(c) For every choice of G, S, e we have (j>[(friGS1)S~'] = G.
We noted above that an element 77 may admit of several representations of the form GSe. However, our notation </>(77) is meant to imply that 4>iH) de-pends only upon 77 itself and not upon the particular choice of the representation GS«.
Given a Schreier system and an admissible function 0(77), the letter F will be used as a generic notation for an element of ft that can be written in the form (1) V = GS'foiGS')]-1.
In connection with the expression on the right in (1), we make the following agreement. Since 4>(GSe) is equal to some gi (see (a) above), we agree that <f>(GS') is always written in reduced form, and that [0(G5e)]_1 is always written as the formal inverse of (b(GS').
The case where e = +1 in (1) is of importance. We shall use U as a generic notation for an element of ft that can be written in the form
Thus a U is merely a special V, and the conventions agreed upon for V apply to U.
Let us note that there is no a priori assumption made that a V can be written in the form (1) in a unique manner. This point will be studied later on.
2.4. To illustrate and to motivate the preceding definitions, let us consider a subgroup 11 of ft and an associated Schreier system gi, Thus the asserted relation is obvious. Now let us put 0(77) =Sfr(77). In view of the preceding remarks, this 0(77) is admissible for the given Schreier system, in the sense of 2.3.
Continuation.
The particular 0(77) just considered will be said to be associated with the subgroup U and the Schreier system gi, Let us put (cf. 2.3)
We assert that (see 2.7)
Indeed, suppose that for example &iE7y~. Then gkiSf1 is equal to some G, say gkiSf1 = gt. By 2.3 (b) we have then tiikiSr1) = gt.
By 2.3 (c) it follows that (cf. (4))
Hence g.^gfcjS,--1, gi1Sj = gk1, and hence î"iG7,-+ in contradiction with (3). Thus (5) is verified. Since ki, ■ ■ • , km are clearly distinct integers, it follows that Mf ^m. Since this holds for every m satisfying (2), the inequality (1) follows. The complementary inequality Mf ^ Mf is established in a similar manner.
2.9. Suppose now that for a given Schreier system gi, • • • , gi, • ■ • there exists an associated subgroup It in the sense of 1.2. We assert that the Schreier system satisfies then the condition (C) of 2.7. In other words, condition (C) is necessary for the existence of an associated subgroup (the sufficiency of the condition will be established in 5.9).
Proof. By 2.4 the existence of an associated subgroup implies the existence of an admissible function 0(77), which in turn implies condition (C) by 2.8.
Properties of the admissible function 0(77).
3.1. Let g\, • ■ • , gi, • • • be a Schreier system in ft, and let 0(77) be an admissible function in the sense of 2.3 (the existence of such a function will be discussed later on). To simplify our statements, we introduce three matrices to be termed the GS' matrix, the (p(GS') matrix, and the GS'^GS')]'1 matrix respectively. The columns of the GSe matrix (see figure) are headed by Si, Sf1, S¡, Sï1, • • • . The general column will be referred to as the S' column. 3). In writing the elements of these three matrices, we agree to observe the conventions made in 2.2, 2.3. 3.2. If a certain Zy is a G, say Uj = gk, then X,y = gi. This is a direct consequence of the property 2.3 (b). Furthermore, we assert that each column of the <j>(GSe) matrix is a permutation (rearrangement) of the given Schreier system gi, • • • , gi, • ■ • . We make the proof in two steps.
(a) Consider in the (p(GS*) matrix the column headed by S', and suppose that <b(giS') =0(gfcSe) for a certain pair of integers iy^k. Then <bigiS')S-' =0(giiSe)S~% and hence by the property 2.3 (c) it follows that
and this is a contradiction since gi^gk for i^k. Thus no G occurs twice in the column headed by Se.
(b) We have to show yet that each G actually occurs in the column headed by Se. So let us take a G -gi. Then 4>igiS-') is equal to some G again, say <p(giS~') =gi£. Then by the property 2.3 (c) we have *(f*S') = 4>[4>(giS-)S'] = gi.
Thus gi occurs in the column headed by Se, namely at the intersection with the row headed by gk.
3.3. In the cpiGS*) matrix, the column headed by Sf1 can be derived from the column headed by Sy as follows. Consider the element (pigiSf1) at the intersection of the column headed by Sf1 with the row headed by g,-. Now in the column headed by Sy this g,-occurs exactly once (see 3.2), say in the row headed by g*. Then 0(g*Sy) =g¿, and hence by the property 2.3 (c) it follows that
3.4. We go on to consider the matrix Ay. As noted in 3.1, each Ay is a V. Consider any
We assert that V= 1 if and only if GS' is equal to some g,. Indeed, if V=l, then GSe = (j>iGS') =some g,-by the property 2.3 (a). Suppose, conversely, that GS( = gi. By the property 2.3 (b) we have then (piGS')=gi = GSl, and hence F=l.
3.5. If GS' is reducible as written (see 2.1), then GS' = some g,-.
Proof. Since G itself is in reduced form, the reduction in GS' takes place between G and S'. Thus surely G^l, and since G is an element of a Schreier system, it follows that G is of the form G = giS~e (cf. 1.1). Hence GS' = gi.
3.6. If S'fyiGS*)]-1 is reducible as written, then 0(GSe)S_e = some g,-.
Proof. The assumption implies that (¡>iGS')S-' is also reducible as written. But 0(GSe) =some gk, and hence from 3.5 it follows that (piGS^S-* = some gi.
3.7. If V=GS'[(j>iGSi)]-1, then on setting <j>iGS')=G* (see 2.3 (a)), we have the formula
In other words, the inverse of a Fis also a V (cf. 2.3).
Proof. By 2.3 (c) we have <t>iG*S-') = <¡>[(piGS')S-'] = G, and the assertion follows.
If 1?¿ V=GS'[(biGS')]-1, then Fis reduced as written (see 2.1).
Proof. Since G and [0(GS')]_1 are written in reduced form, it is sufficient to show that GS1 and S'[(f>iGS') ]_1 are reduced as written.
(a) Assume that GS' is reducible as written. Then GS' = some g¿ by 3.5, and hence by 3.4 we should have V= 1, a contradiction.
(b) Assume that S<[0(GS')]_1 is reducible as written. On setting <j>iGS') = G*, we have then by 3.7
By 3.6, 0(GS«)S-' = G*S-« = some g,-. Applying 3.4 to F"1 (cf. 3.7), it follows that F_1 = l and hence F=l, a contradiction. 3.9. We are now in a position to verify a fundamental property of the matrix GS'^GS')]'1. Given
suppose that 1?^ Fi= F2. Then we assert that ii = i2, ji=j2, ei = «2. In other words, a F^l can be written in the form GS'[(j)(GS')]-1 in just one way. Proof. By 3.8 we know that Vi and Fa are reduced as written. Hence the assumption Fi= F2 implies that
where the symbol " = " means that the two sides of (1) are identical words in terms of the generators S (cf. 2.2, 2.3). Case 1. giv g,-2 are of the same length (as reduced words). Then (1) implies that g,-1 = g,-2, S% = S%, and hence k=i2,ji=j2, ei = e2. Case 2. giv g¿2 are of different lengths, say g<2 is longer than g¿,. Then (1) implies that guS% is identical with a beginning section of g<2 (which may coincide with g,-2 itself). Thus (see 1.1) gySJJ is equal to some G, and hence by 3.4 it follows that Fi= 1, a contradiction.
Thus Case 2 cannot arise, and the proof is complete.
3.10. In view of the preceding result, for each Ft=1 we have a unique expression of the form GS'faiGS')]-1, and thus in particular the factor S' is univocally determined by V if F^l. This univocally determined factor will be termed the significant factor of Ft^I. By 3.7 we have then the statement:
If S' is the significant factor of F^l, then the significant factor of F_1 is S-'. 3.11. Suppose that Fi^l, F2^l, F^Ff . Then Vu V2 have by 3.9 unique expressions of the form
Let us consider the expression (i) t*Sh [<t>(g<iS'ù rt¿2 [¿fes;:) r.
Since Fi, F2 are both reduced as written by 3.8, the expression (1) is either reduced as written or else the reduction spreads from between [(^(g^S^) ]_1 and g,-2. Assuming that (1) is not reduced as written, we assert that the significant factors Sj¡, S£ of Fi, F2 cannot be reached by the possible reductions. Let us deny this assertion. and consequently Fi = F¿"x, a contradiction. Case 2. gi2 is longer than 0(g¿,Sy}) (in using the reduced forms). Then the reduction reaches Sy' first, and thus 0(gi1SJ11)S^ei is equal to a beginning section of g,-2 (which may coincide with g,-2 itself). Thus 0(g¿1S^11)Sy¡'<1 is equal to some G, say gk, and from 2. and hence Fi = l, a contradiction.
Case 3. 0(g,iSJJ) is longer than g,-2 (in using the reduced form). Then the reduction reaches S% first, and thus gi2S'¿ is equal to a beginning section of (p(guSjl). This latter quantity being a G, it follows that gijS^ is also a G, and hence by 3.4 it follows that F2 = l, a contradiction.
3.12. Now consider a product F1F2 • • • Vk, such that F.-^l, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k, and Vj^ Vf+i, j=l, ■ ■ ■ , k -1 (but we do not exclude the case where Vi= V¡ for *Vj)-We assert that ViV2 ■ ■ ■ Vtf*i:
Proof. Let each Fy be written in the form GS'foiGS')]-1. From 3.8, 3.11 we infer that if reductions are possible at all in the product ViV2 ■ ■ ■ Vu, then the reductions spread from between adjacent factors V and never reach the significant factors. Thus on completing all possible reductions, we obtain a nonempty reduced word, and hence F1F2 • • • Vk^l.
3.13. Now let Ui, U2, • ■ ■ he the (finite or countably infinite) sequence of the elements U^l (see 2.3). It is understood that each i/^l is listed just once. In other words, c7¿ = V¡ if and only if i =j. We assert that an equation of the form U\\= U% holds if and only if ii = i2, ei = e2. Indeed, let Ski, Sk2 he the significant factors of t/tl, £/<2. In view of 3.10, the significant factors of t/£, U¡¡ are Sg, Sg respectively. By 3.10 it follows that S^ = Sg, and hence ¿i = &2, «1 = 62. It follows that U\l= Ui1 and hence i/tl= Ui2. Thus ii = i2, and the proof is complete.
3.14. Now consider any product U¡[ ■ • • U't'r, such that for no k = l, 2, • • ■ , r -1 do the relations ik = ik+i, e*= -ek+i hold simultaneously.
We as- In a subsequent chapter, we shall consider this point in more detail. For the moment, we merely note that the result in 3.14 means that Ui, U2, • • • are free generators of U[|G}, 0(77)]. In other words, the subgroup 11 generated by a Schreier system and an admissible function 0(77) is always a free group, and the rank p(U) (see 2.1) is equal to the number of the elements U¿¿1. §5 is devoted to a more detailed study of the group U generated in this manner.
Existence of admissible functions 0(77).
4.1. Let there be given in ft a Schreier system gi, • • • , gi, ■ ■ ■ that satisfies condition (C) (see 2.7). We proceed to show the existence of at least one admissible function 0(77), and as a matter of fact we propose to determine all functions 0(77) that are admissible for the given Schreier system. In view of 3.1, we have to define a matrix cp(GS') such that the properties (a), (b), (c) stated in 2.3 hold. We first give the explicit definition of the matrix
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use <b(GS'), by giving explicit instructions for writing the element at the intersection of the column headed by Se with the row headed by G = gi.
Step 1. Take the column headed by Sf1. Consider the intersection of this column with the row headed by a G=gi. If GSy = some gk, then we write this gk at the intersection considered. In other words, we define then 0(GSy) =gk. Let i, A be two different subscripts such that giSj1 is equal to some G = gk, and ghSf1 is equal to some G = gt. We assert that gk^gt-Otherwise, we would have giSj = ghSj and hence gi = gh, a contradiction.
Thus no two cells that were filled according to the preceding instruction contain the same G. After the above instruction has been followed for filling all those cells of the column Sf1 to which it is applicable, the remaining blank cells of this column are filled by the remaining elements G subject only to the restriction that the column Sf1 should contain a permutation of the given Schreier system gt> ' ' ' j £u * " * • To show that this is indeed possible, we have to satisfy ourselves that the number of unexpended elements G is equal to the number of the blank cells in the column S/1 (these numbers may be infinite or zero). Now if a certain G = gi has not been used in the compulsory part of the process, then this is because for no subscript k did we have the relation gjfcSy = g< or alternatively giSf1=gk.
In other words, the number of unexpended elements G is equal to the number MJ defined in 2.7. Next, if the cell at the intersection of the column Sf1 with the row headed by a certain g¿ is blank yet after the compulsory part of our process, then this is because giS,-is not equal to any G. Thus the number of blank cells is equal to the number Mf defined in 2.7. Hence the number of unexpended elements G is equal to the number of blank cells by virtue of condition (C) (see 2.7). Let us also note that our process for completing the column Sf1 is as general as possible in view of the remarks in 3.2.
Step 2. After all columns headed by elements Sf1 have been completed, and hence 4>(GS') has been defined for €=+1, we consider a column Sf1. Take the intersection of this column with the row headed by g<. Since the column headed by Sf1 contains a permutation of the given Schreier system, we have precisely one gk such that 0(g¡tS/1) =g,-. We put then 0(g,-ST1) =gk-In this manner, the columns headed by elements of the form Sy-1 are also completed. In view of 3.3, it is clear that step 2 is altogether compulsory if our matrix 4>(GS') is to have the desired properties.
Proceeding now to the verification of the properties (a), (b), (c) stated in 2.3, a first important
point is whether the function 0(77) we just defined depends only upon 77 and not upon the particular representation of 77 in the form GS'. To establish this point we have to show that whenever giSr = gkSf, we have also 4>(giS') =4>(gkS¡) according to our process of construction. 4.5. Thus our matrix actually defines an admissible function 0(77) for the given Schreier system. Beyond the mere existence of an admissible function 0(77), it is important to repeat the remark already made that our construction uses maximum freedom subject to the necessary conditions implied by the properties of admissible functions established in 3.2, 3.3. In other words, our construction yields all admissible functions for a given Schreier system. In view of 2.8 it follows that the condition (C) of 2.7 is necessary and sufficient for the existence of an admissible function 0(77). Thus <£(/) is always a value of 0(77), and hence $(/) is always a G (see 2.3). Let us note, in particular, that Í>(1) = 1. Indeed, if the JF-process is applied to the empty word, then the result is IFo = 1. 5.2. Let us write/i~/2 to state that the elements/i,/s of ft are in the same left coset relative to the given subgroup U (see 5.1). We assert thatf~$(f) for every fGft. 6.1. Given in ft a Schreier system gu ■ ■ ■ , g,-, • • ■ that satisfies the condition (C) (see 2.7), we already noted (see 4.5) that the construction described in 4.1 yields the most general function 0(77) admissible for the given Schreier system. Once an admissible function 0(77) has been selected, the subgroup U=U [{G}, 0(77) ] is univocally determined by means of the (free) generators JJ\, U2, ■ ■ • (see 3.15). We propose to verify that we obtain every subgroup of ft in the form U=U [[G}, 0(77) ] if we use the freedom allowed by our construction.
To establish this fact, let U* be any subgroup of ft. From each left coset relative to U*, we select a representative in such a manner that these representatives gi, be any element of ft, written in reduced form. We shall use induction with respect to the length r oí f.
Step 1. r = 1. Then/=S;;, and by 5.1 we have $(/) =0(1 -S£). In view of (1) it follows that *(/) =**(/).
Step 2. Assume now that (3) has been established for elements whose length does not exceed r-1. Applying the IF-process (see 5.1) to the/ given by (4), we obtain in view of (1) 6.2. According to our results, for every Schreier system gi, • • • , g,-, • • • that satisfies the condition (C) of 2.7 we have at least one associated sub-group U. There arises the question whether we always have an invariant subgroup associated with such a Schreier system. The answer is in the negative. As an example, let us take ft as the free group over the (free) generators a, b, and let us consider the Schreier system (1) 1, a, b, ab, ba.
Let 0(77) be any function admissible for the system (1), and let 11 be the corresponding group U[{G|, 0(77)]. We assert that U is hot an invariant subgroup of ft. Indeed, let us assume that tl is invariant, and let us denote by @ the factor group ft/ft. Then we have a homomorphism Tift) = ® such that (2) / G U if and only if Tif) = 1.
Since the Schreier system (1) contains five elements, it follows by 5.9 that the index of U is equal to five, and hence © is the cyclic group of order five. Thus ® is commutative. Hence on setting Tia) = a, Tib) = fi,
we have the relations
and consequently, by (2), a&a_1&_1Gll. It follows that ab and ba are in the same left coset relative to 11, in contradiction with the fact (see 5.9) that no two elements of a Schreier system {G} are in the same left coset relative to the subgroup U=ll [{G}, 0(77) ]. Let us recall that every finite Schreier system satisfies the condition (C) (see 2.7), and hence our example is valid.
7. Shortest Schreier systems.
7.1. From this point on we assume that the given free group ft has finite rank : p(S)=w< + °°-Accordingly, ft is given by a set of n free generators Si, S2, • • • , S". Part of the following discussion would apply equally well in the case p(ft)= oo, but to achieve uniformity of presentation we prefer to assume throughout that the rank of ft is finite.
7.2. Let U be a subgroup of ft. By 6.1 we can obtain U in the form U = U [{G}, 0(77) ], where 0(77) =^ (77) is surely a necessary condition for {G} to be shortest relative to 11, since 0(77) =^(77). We assert that (1) is also sufficient. Then by 3.8, Fis reduced as written, and hence
We shall say that the significant factor S' of F (see 3.10) is centered in V if one of the following two conditions holds: (i) l(V) = 2& + l and the significant factor is in the position k + 1, or else (ii) l(V) =2k and the significant factor is in the position k or k + l.
Using this terminology, we assert that the Schreier system {G j is shortest for U =11 [ {G}, 0(77) ] if and only if the significant factor is centered in every element F p^l.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose {G] is shortest for 11, and take any Vas in (1).
Put Gi = 0(GSe). Then (see 2.3)
Also, F is reduced as written by 3.8. Hence if we put X = /(G), Xi = Z(Gi), we have (since {G} is shortest by assumption)
From (2) and (4) we infer that l(V) =X+Xi + 1 and hence
Furthermore, the significant factor is in the position X + l, and hence it is centered in view of (5).
Sufficiency. Let us now suppose that the significant factor is centered in every F^l. To prove that {GJ is shortest, we have to verify the condition (1) in 7.1. So let us take any product GS'. We proceed to show that (6) l[<t>(GS')] ^ l(GS').
If GS' is equal to some g;, then <p(GS') = gi = GS' and (6) is obvious. Otherwise, the expression F = GS'^iGS')]-1
is not equal to 1 by 3.4 and is reduced as written by 3.8. By assumption, the significant factor S* is centered in V.
Case 1. /(F) = 2& + l. Then S' must be in the position k-\-\, and thus
Since F is reduced as written, it follows that l(GS') = 1(G)
and thus (6) holds. We assert that (cf. 1.3)
Proof. The assertion is obvious if r = l. Proceeding by induction, we assume that
Since each V is written, by our general agreement, in reduced form, cancellations in the product ViV2 • • ■ F, spread from between adjacent factors and never reach the significant factors of the F's (see 3.11). Suppose that the last t factors of F,_i cancel with the first ¿ factors of Fr. Since the significant factors are centered in each F by 7.4, we have the inequalities Clearly, (6) and (7) yield (2).
7.6. In preparation for an application of the preceding results on shortest Schreier systems, we insert here some general comments on subgroups 11 of ft. By assumption, ft is given in terms of a finite system of free generators Si, S2, • • • , S". Every subgroup of ft is again a free group (see Reidemeister From (1) we infer that we have a set of integers Xi, ■ ■ • , x", not all zero, that solve (3). In terms of these integers, we obtain from (2) and (3) We shall then say that the generators a are ordered by length. Let now {ß} = ißi, ■ ■ ■ , ßj, ■ • ■ ) be any other system of free generators, ordered by length, of ft. If for ever'y such choice of {ß} we have l(ßi) ^ /(ay), j = 1, 2, • • • , then we shall say that {a} is a minimal system of free generators for ft. It is of course not obvious that such a minimal system {a] exists. For the case when the rank of ft is finite, the work of Nielsen [2 ] yields an existence proof. We shall give presently a theorem which covers the case of subgroups of infinite rank and also reveals the relationship between shortest Schreier systems and minimal systems of generators.
7.8. Let 11 be any subgroup of ft (see 7.1). According to Schreier, there exists then a shortest Schreier system {G} associated with ft in the sense of 1.2 (see Reidemeister Let now Uix • • ■ , Uir denote those of the generators U that occur in
